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PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

1". State the leve1s of abstraction in a DBMS.

2. What are the problems caused by redundancy ?

3. What is static SQL and how is it different from dynamic SeL ?

4. State the steps in query processing.

5. State need for concurrency.

6. Defrne ACID properties.

7. What are data fragmentations ? State the various fragmentations with example.

8. Define ordered indices with example. 
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g. Distinguishbetweenthreatsandrisks. 
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10. srate the function ofxMl ."n";.""_...*
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(5x13=65 Marks)

(6)

(7)

11. a) i) Differentiate between foreign key constraints and referential integrity
constraints with suitable example.

ii) Distinguish between lossless-join decomposition and dependenry preseruing
decomposition.

(oR)

b) State and explainthe architecture of DBMS. Draw the ER diagram forbanking
systems. (Ilome loan applications).

12. a) i) State and explain the command DDL, DML, DCL with suitable example.
ii) Justifr the need of embedded SQL. Consider the relation student (studentno,

name, mark and grade). Write embedded dynamic SQL statements in C
language to retrieve all the students' records whose mark is more than 90.

(oR)

b) Explain the catalog information for cost estimation for selection and sorting
operationindatabase. (18)

13. a) State and explain the lock based concurrency control with suitable example. (1S)

(oR)

When does deadlock occurs ? Explain two-phase commit protocol with example. (1S)

i) What are the various feature of distributed database versus centralized
database system ? (6)

ii) Explain the B+ tree indexes on multiple keys with a suitable example. (7)

(oR)

b) Explain the distinction between static and dynamic hashing. Discuss the relative
merits of eachtechnique in database applications.

15. a) i) Distinguish between classification and clustering with example.
ii) State the necessrty for crawling and indexing the web. Explain the procedure

for it. 1
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b) Describe the various component of data warehouse and explain the different
data model used to store data with example. (1S)

b)

L4. a)

(13)

(7)

(6)

(13)

(6)

(7)

(15)

PART - C

16. a) Explain in detail about spatial and multimedia databases.

(lx15=15 Marks)

(oR)

b) Write the DDL, DML, DCL commands for the students database.
Whichcontains student details : name, id, DOB, branch, DOJ.
Course details : Course name, Course id, Stud. id, Faculty name, id, marks. (15)


